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1 Executive Summary 

The main objective of the Kent Active System Management (KASM) project is to develop a better understanding of the power 

flows in the East Kent Area network under different generation/demand scenarios.  As the distribution and transmission 

networks become increasingly interdependent and Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) transition to Distribution System 

Operators, the requirement for real-time data exchanges will increase.  The KASM project has deployed an Inter-Control Centre 

Communication Protocol (ICCP) link that connects the DNO and the TSO control rooms to make these exchanges possible. 

Background 

The KASM project aims to carry out a range of technical innovation trials to demonstrate more transparent operation and 

planning of the 132kV network in East Kent.  It is envisaged that the project will deliver benefits that will span across various 

areas, including the enablement of low carbon generation, the deferral of capital-intensive reinforcement projects and improved 
reliability of the network. 

The last few years have seen a number of Grid Supply Points (GSPs) come under pressure from the level of generation on the 

electricity networks exporting their power.  This is the most extreme form of the electricity network operating in the opposite 

way to which it was originally designed, where sections of the network are not only supplying their own demand but also 

exporting the surplus onto the transmission system. 

The area of East Kent being used in this project contains only two GSPs of the more than 350 nationwide, and a third is being 

established in the area.  Nevertheless, it currently requires 34 contingency scenarios to be analysed in order to understand the 

network fully.  The massive uptake of wind and solar generation in recent years, due to government incentives and the presence 

of interconnectors connected to the transmission system, increases the number of generation patterns that need to be analysed 

– there is no longer a simple ‘day of highest winter demand' and 'day of lowest summer demand'.  There is more variation and 
hence a greater requirement to monitor all contingencies; and a growth in the number of GSPs being affected. 

Contingency analysis is a valuable tool to predict the effect of outages like failures of overhead lines and to take actions to keep 

the distribution network secure and reliable.  UK Power Networks will trial for the first time the use of contingency analysis on 

the Great Britain (GB) electricity distribution network.  It will also be the first trial of the implementation on a coordinated and 

interfaced basis with the electricity transmission network. 

The KASM project will tackle and demonstrate the value of Contingency Analysis Software (CAS) in operational timeframes on the 

network in East Kent, delivering conservatively estimated net benefits of £0.4m.  Once proven successful, replication of this 

method across GB could conservatively provide net benefits of over £62m over the lifetime of the 45 year investment, when 
compared to business-as-usual approaches. 

The KASM project has been designed to address a number of pragmatic issues related to reliability, capacity, and outage 
planning.  The project will: 

 Install a communication link between UK Power Networks’ control room and National Grid Company’s (NGC) control 
room 

 Install a contingency analysis software tool in UK Power Networks’ control room 

 Develop complementary forecasting capabilities for load and generation for the SPN control desk 

 Trial the use of the above tools in real-time, short-term and long-term use cases 

Objective 

In order to achieve data transfer between the UK Power Networks and National Grid control centres, in compliance with the data 

security and performance requirements, an IT architecture has been designed, configured and implemented successfully.  
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For long-term business as usual there will be: 

 

 A review of the existing business processes for data retrieval and usage 

 Modifications to current processes 
 New business processes for obtaining the data required for contingency analysis activities 

Approach 

The Inter-Control Centre Communication Protocol (ICCP) is being specified by utility organisations throughout the world to 

provide data exchange over wide area networks (WANs) between utility control centres, utilities, power pools, regional control 

centres and Non-Utility Generators.  ICCP is also an international standard.  For KASM, this communication protocol was the 

preferred method of connectivity agreed by NGC and UK Power Networks.  This decision was derived through a number of 

workshops validating the real-time network data exchange requirements of both parties.  The project also conducted a 

consultative webinar session by inviting other Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) to contribute any suggestions and lessons 
learnt ideas for KASM to take on board whilst implementing the ICCP link solution. 

Figure 1 – Project Lifecycle illustrates the phases that were followed to deploy a working ICCP solution: 

 

 

Figure 1 – Project Lifecycle 

The requirements for the ICCP design had to consider the following features: 

 NGC and UK Power Networks to gain visibility of each other’s networks 

 Security – data, intrusion and access 

 Resilience – ensuring continuity of data transfer and data integrity in the event of ICCP hardware failure 

 Performance – instantaneous real-time digital and analogue data transfer 
 High availability – allowing business continuity and minimum downtime for support and maintenance 

Technical and Commercial Challenges 

While designing the CAS solution the project has identified a number of key challenges relevant to the ICCP link and the KASM 
project.  These are summarised below: 

Key challenges Nature  Description 

ICCP security 

Technical (identified by the 

project team/raised by Northern 

Power Grid during DNO 

consultation) 

More details are provided in chapter 9 (Security 

Architecture). 

ICCP testing 

Technical (identified by the 

project team/raised by Electricity 

North West during DNO 

consultation) 

See Implementation and Testing. 

Network Models data mapping Technical 

The CAS solution requires information from both the 

Planning (PowerFactory) and the Distribution 

Management System (PowerOn) models. As a 

consequence, an asset data mapping exercise needs to be 

carried out. This will be discussed in more detail in the 

SDRC 9.2 report, due in March 2016.  

Requirements 

Definition 

Design 

Consultation 
Procurement 

Implementation 

 

Configuration 

and Integration 

 

Testing and 

Acceptance 

Go live 
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Key challenges Nature  Description 

Forecasting: utilisation of 

commercially available weather 

forecast data 

Commercial 
The purchase of weather forecasting data will be 

discussed in the SDRC 9.3 report, due in March 2016. 

Forecasting: utilisation of Initial 

Physical Notifications (IPNs) 

and Maximum Export Limits 

(MELs) from CVA Generators 

Commercial 

Access and utilisation of IPNs and MELs is currently under 

feasibility analysis and will be discussed in the SDRC 9.2 

report. 

Sharing of National Electricity 

Transmission Study Network 

Data Files (Grid Code: OC2) 

Commercial 

The Grid Code does not currently allow DNOs to use these 

files for long-term planning purposes as they contain third 

party generators’ information. Discussions are underway 

with the Grid Code Review Panel and CVA Generators. 

This will be discussed in more detail in the SDRC 9.2 

report. 

 

Solution Design 

The KASM project, in partnership with NGC and General Electric (GE) and using the requirements detailed below, designed a 

communications and IT infrastructure solution that satisfied the ICCP objective (for details see Figure 9 – UK Power Networks 

ICCP Infrastructure).  Private dual redundant ops telecom circuits already existed between NGC and UK Power Networks and 
these have been leveraged to deliver the WAN circuits over which the ICCP is hosted. 

At UK Power Networks the ICCP application is hosted as part of the GE PowerOn SCADA estate.  The ICCP application is dual 

hosted: on one server at the Fore Hamlet site and on another at the Bury St Edmunds site.  These two servers run in a main-

standby arrangement where one server is deemed to be the on-line system and the other the backup.  At NGC the same set-up is 
in place, where two ICCP applications run from disparate sites in a main-standby arrangement. 

The NGC control engineer is able to view the status distribution network and the UK Power Networks control engineer is able to 
view the transmission network. 

Implementation and Testing 

The stakeholders involved in implementing the ICCP solution were: 

 UK Power Networks – KASM  project team, IS team, Vodafone, IS Security team and  Network Operations Drawing Office 

 NGC – KASM project  team, IS team and Vodafone 
 GE – PowerOn Fusion team. 

Everyone involved with the ICCP link project was managed by their respective team leads, who in turn worked together operating 
a common implementation plan for installation, configuration and testing of the solution. 

The project strategy implemented three ICCP environments at UK Power Networks, integrated with the existing corresponding 
ICCP environments at National Grid.  The following ICCP environments have been integrated between the two organisations: 

 Test environment – to conduct all testing prior to promoting any ICCP change 

 Pre-Production – an environment mirroring Production, primarily used for recreating issues identified in production; also 

used for promoting software changes into Production 
 Production – the live environment.  
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All data traffic uses the same communication link and data is segregated by the associations of the ICCP servers between both 

organisations.  In other words, the Test system can only send and receive associated test data and, similarly, Pre-production 
cannot interfere with Production data. 

The testing was conducted primarily in the Test environment (see test results in Appendix 12.1), progressing to Pre-Production 
prior to going into live operation in the Production environment.  Figure 2 – Project Test Phases) demonstrates the path to live. 

 

  

 

 

A coordinated effort at each testing stage, with support from all stakeholders, enabled successful validation of the ICCP physical 

architecture and the data transfer.  During our consultation webinars with other DNOs it was highlighted that every single data 

point that is mapped should be tested; thus we changed the scope of our end to end functional test to include ‘Real Time Full 

KASM Area’.  The ‘Business Process Change’ test validated how the respective electrical network definitions are maintained in the 

corresponding network management system and reflected with the changes introduced by either UK Power Networks and/or 
NGC. 

 

 

Production Pre-Production Environment Test Environment 

Connections and 

Resilience 

Raw Data 

Exchange 
Simulated ICCP 

data points 

 

Real Time Full 

KASM Area 

 

Business Process 

Change 

 

Live Operational 

Acceptance 

Figure 2 – Project Test Phases 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Purpose of Document 

The purpose of the remainder of the document is to describe the solution architecture that has been developed and delivered as 

part of the KASM project.  This document provides the description of the logical architecture for the introduction of an ICCP link 

between the control rooms of UK Power Networks and NGC.   

2.2 Document Standards 

A Functional or Non-Functional Requirement will appear as either FR00X or NFR00X. 

References to appendices will appear as Appendix X.X. 

2.3 Scope 

The scope of this paper is the documentation of the design for the introduction of an ICCP link between the NGC and UK Power 
Networks control rooms.  The solution design includes Application, Technology and Security architecture.   

2.4 References 

Number Document Name Author and Version 

1.  ENTSO-E ICCP Naming Convention National Grid, Issue 3, 12 August 2015 
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3 Solution Objectives 

This section provides the context of the ICCP architecture and how it fits into the respective NGC and UK Power Networks control 
systems.  

3.1 Background 

In the UK the electricity supply from generation to consumer is undertaken through the electricity transmission and distribution 

systems.  The transmission system is responsible for taking the energy produced by the large generators to the distribution 

systems, where the consumers are generally connected.  In order to distinguish between the different areas of responsibility, the 

electricity system is divided into different voltage levels.  The transmission system (in England and Wales) operates at voltages of 

275kV and 400kV; where the power is transferred onto the distribution system at supergrid transformer sites, the voltage drops 
down to 132kV.  The DNO then operates the distribution network at a range of voltages from 132kV–400V. 

In England and Wales the transmission system is owned and operated by the Transmission System Operator (TSO) – NGC. The 

distribution is split into regional areas with each licence area being recognised as a distinct DNO.  UK Power Networks owns and 

operates three licensed distribution companies: South Eastern Power Networks (SPN), London Power Networks (LPN), and 
Eastern Power Networks (EPN). 

All of the UK DNOs and the TSO own and operate SCADA systems to monitor and control their networks.  The system for the DNO 

is called Distribution Management System (DMS) and for the TSO the equivalent is the Integrated Energy Management System 

(IEMS).  Each of the SCADA systems will meter the performance of the transmission/distribution network in real time with 

sensors located throughout the corresponding electricity systems.  In the past there has been no interaction between the NGC 

and UK Power Networks systems, although some metering does exist on the transmission side of the supergrid transformer and is 
reported back to the DMS at UK Power Networks. 

UK Electricity System

UKPN (Distribution Network Operator)

DMS

Control Room 
Engineer

National Grid (Transmission System Operator)

IEMS

Control Room 
Engineer

 

Figure 3 – UK Electricity System – Transmission and Distribution separation 

Figure 3 shows the distribution and transmission systems working in isolation; the only communication between the control 
centres is via telephone. 

When the electricity system was split along its current lines over 20 years ago with the break-up of the Central Electricity 

Generating Board (CEGB), the operators of the transmission and distribution systems required little visibility of each other’s 
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network.  However, this position is changing: with increased levels of distributed generation, the management of the 
corresponding networks is becoming more challenging. 

In the context of the KASM project, the operational area of East Kent provides a good example of the operational challenges that 

arise.  A large portion of UK Power Networks’ 132kV network in East Kent operates in parallel with NGC’s 400kV network.  As can 
be seen below, both networks have different sources of intermittent generation which cannot be easily controlled or forecast: 

 Embedded in the distribution system are significant numbers of solar farms whose power flow is determined by the 

quantity of solar insolation on site. 

 Large scale wind farms are located along the North Kent Coast.  These are connected to the transmission and 132kV 

networks, whose power flow is determined by the wind speed on site. 

 There are two (eventually there will be three) High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) interconnectors to the continent 
whose power flow is determined by economics. 

As a result the networks are interdependent and difficult to manage on a real-time and short-term look-ahead basis.  Through 

flows on either network can lead to post fault overloading.  Managing power flows on this complex, interconnected network is 

also set to become increasingly challenging since 34 contingency scenarios need to be analysed in order to understand it fully 

under single fault conditions.  Generation output across the network will vary considerably by type, location and prevailing 

weather patterns, resulting in rapidly changing power flows, with the potential of reverse power flows to approach or exceed 

thermal constraints under a limited number of very specific post-fault conditions.  The management of the respective networks 
will be improved when both parties have greater visibility of the state of the connected system.  

3.2 Deployment of ICCP Link  

In order to assist NGC and UK Power Networks in their roles of TSO and DNO, the KASM project has installed an ICCP link 

between their respective control rooms.  The ICCP link provides the medium so that metering from points of interest on the 
respective distribution/transmission system can be sent to the other party’s network management system.  

UK Electricity System

UKPN (Distribution Network Operator)

DMS

Control Room 
Engineer

National Grid (Transmission System Operator)

IEMS

Control Room 
Engineer

ICCP
 

Figure 4 – UK Electricity System – Transmission and Distribution integration 

Each respective network management system will need to be extended to include the new networks which in the past have not 
been visible to the control room engineers.  
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3.2.1 ICCP 

The IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) – the global standardisation organisation – is responsible for the definition of 

the Telecontrol Application Service Element (TASE.2) protocol (also known as Inter-Control Centre Communications Protocol, 
ICCP) and also known formally as IEC 60870-6-503 part 6. 

Inter-Control Centre Communications Protocol (ICCP) is the global standard for providing data exchange over wide area networks 

(WANs) between utility control centres.  The protocol was specifically designed for the purpose that it is being used for in this 

implementation: the exchange of real-time information between utility control centres.  It enables the exchange of real-time and 

historical power system monitoring and control data, including measured values, scheduling data, energy accounting data, and 

operator messages.  NGC already uses ICCP to communicate with other DNOs and Scottish Power; however, this will be the first 
ICCP link for UK Power Networks. 

The ICCP components are integrated into the SCADA systems described above. The data exchange provides the end user with a 

real-time view of both networks, as the ICCP data are integrated with the existing SCADA data already in their control system.  

The conformance blocks within the ICCP data define and limit the scope of the data that can be exchanged over the link (see 
section 6.1).  

3.3 Scope 

The scope of the ICCP link design includes:  

 Provision of server(s) to host the ICCP platform (UK Power Networks end only)  

 Description of the communications network on which the link and servers are hosted 

 Measures employed to secure the ICCP link  

 Configuration of Production, Pre-Production and Test environments 

 Installation and configuration of the ICCP software 
 Management of the ICCP data 

3.4 Strategic Alignment 

The KASM project was conceived to demonstrate the value of contingency analysis software in operational timeframes on the 

distribution network in East Kent.  Contingency analysis is a valuable tool to predict the effect of outages like failures of overhead 

lines and to take actions to keep the distribution network secure and reliable.  As well as trialling the use of contingency analysis 

on the GB electricity distribution network, the project looks to combine the distribution and transmission networks together so 
that the user has visibility of the contingencies that need to be planned for on both networks. 

In order to provide real-time visibility of the transmission network, the ICCP link will convey real-time data from the National Grid 

SCADA system.  ICCP is a well formed standard which has been in existence for over 20 years and provides a set of standards for 

the exchange of data between utility control centres.  NGC has been using ICCP operationally to relay data from the Scottish 

transmission system to the TSO control room.  The project has also been gathering and building upon lessons learnt from 

previous implementations of ICCP links.  This involved engaging with Electricity North West to understand their approach to 

implementing an ICCP and the key learning generated.  ICCP has been developed specifically for the task of inter-utility data 

transfer and is a widely adopted standard.  There is no practical alternative protocol/product to implement that would provide 
the same functionality as an ICCP link. 

3.5 Critical Success Factors 

The Critical Success Factors for the ICCP link are: 

 Provide an ICCP link that is reliable and secure 

 Provide an ICCP link that provides NGC and UK Power Networks  users with near real-time metering data 
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 Provide ICCP architecture that is integrated with the rest of the UK Power Networks SCADA estate  

 Provide a highly performing environment that provides up-to-date data 
 Provide the link within the timescales required by the KASM project 

3.6 Benefits 

The benefits of providing the ICCP link are: 

 Providing visibility of the current operational conditions of the transmission system to control room engineers to help 

them better understand the operation of the distribution systems and hence assist them in undertaking important 

operational actions  

 Providing the data required by Contingency Analysis Software (CAS) in order to calculate contingency scenarios on both 
the transmission and distribution networks 

3.7 Consultation with other DNOs 

During the design phase of ICCP, the project held a webinar inviting all DNOs and other key stakeholders with the object of: 

 Promoting the ICCP link solution 

 Picking up any lessons learnt by DNOs that could be incorporated into the project 

The main messages highlighted during this consultation process were: 

 What were our security considerations for ICCP?  (This question has been addressed in section 9, ‘Security Architecture’.)  

 Will we be testing every single ICCP point exchanged between NGC and UK Power Networks?  (There is a phase in the 

project testing cycle (‘Real Time Full KASM Area’) where the two-way traffic and every single ICCP point will be tested.)  

3.8 Risks 

There are no risks surrounding the programme of work at the moment. 

3.9 Assumptions 

The assumptions made by the project for the ICCP link are: 

1. The definition of the model of the alternate electrical network in the corresponding DMS/EMS is outside the scope of 

this document and assumes the work has been undertaken.  This includes: 

 

a. Drawing of the network connectivity on the single line diagram 

b. Gathering and supplying the data required to model the assets, e.g. switches, transformers and shunts to the 

alternate party 

 

Routine modifications to the network model are mentioned in the business process defined below. 

 

2. The infrastructure required to support the ICCP link will sit alongside the existing SCADA estate and will be supported by 
the existing control room support staff. 
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3.10 Issues 

3.10.1 Regulatory Obligations 

Both NGC and UK Power Networks are regulated by Ofgem and must carry on their activities in accordance with the regulatory 

requirements that apply to their respective activities.  Before information can be shared between these two parties, it is 
important to understand the regulatory constraints that are in place.  

Under section OC2 of the Grid Code, UK Power Networks is not permitted to share specific NGC system models with its long term 

planning (infrastructure and outage planning) departments.  Currently, UK Power Networks’ long term planning departments use 

equivalents for the NGC network.  For the ICCP data to be of use to long term planners, they will need a network model which 
includes the NGC transmission network.  

In addition, UK Power Networks has investigated whether operational metering data from embedded generators connected to 

the distribution network can be shared with NGC.  Following initial investigations, it is thought that Section 105 of the Utilities Act 

will enable this data to be shared.  We are exploring this further and will provide an update in our SDRC 9.2 report, due in March 
2016. 

3.11 Dependencies 

No dependencies have been identified. 
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4 User Requirements 

The ICCP link is being delivered so that real-time network status information can be exchanged between NGC and UK Power 

Networks.  The exchange of operational data between these two parties will provide visibility of the current state of the 

respective connected electrical networks – i.e. UK Power Networks will gain visibility of the 400/275kV transmission network 

operated by NGC and, conversely, NGC will gain visibility of the distribution network operated by UK Power Networks, connected 

below the supergrid transformers.  This exchange of information will assist in the management of the electricity networks as each 

party will have a better understanding of the real-time running arrangements and power flow that directly affect the behaviour 

of the entire electricity network, rather than just the area that they are directly responsible for.  It will allow CAS to model the 

contingencies, which are dependent not only on distribution assets but also transmission assets.  For example: whether or not 

supergrid transformers are in service, whether large fossil-fuel plant is operating, and whether interconnectors are importing or 
exporting. 

For the most part, the development of an ICCP is a technical delivery where the provision of servers and communication links to 

exchange data are the key deliverables.  However, the business process for managing the data to be exchanged over the link 

needs to be defined. 

4.1 Functional Requirements  

Requirement ID Description 

FR001 Create a Production environment that will support the exchange of ICCP data between NGC and UK Power 

Networks 

FR002 Create a Test environment that will support the exchange of ICCP data between NGC and UK Power Networks 

FR003 Define the process for requesting ICCP points from the respective party (NGC/UK Power Networks)  

FR004 Ensure the view of the alternate network is read-only and controlling actions, such as switching operations, are 

not allowed. 

Table 1 – ICCP Implementation Functional Requirements 

4.2 Data Requirements 

Network models from the respective power systems that provide details of the operational sites and their components (along 

with their corresponding metering and status points) need to be exchanged so that both parties can determine the ICCP points 

they wish to be defined.  For the most part, the high level electrical architecture of these operational sites is known by the 

alternate party; however, the detail (including the metering and status points) is not.  The actual list of points to be exchanged is 

still to be finalised. 

At present, a high level list of data to be exchanged over the ICCP can be provided. 

4.2.1 UK Power Networks Requirements 

1. Transmission Network Substations 

Transmission Network Substations are located at the following sites: Lovedean, Fleet, Bramley, Laleham, West Weybridge, 

Beddington, Wimbledon, Chessington, New Cross, Hurst, Littlebrook, West Thurrock, Northfleet, East Singlewell, Tilbury, 
Grain, Kingsnorth, Kemsley, Rowdown, Cleve Hill, Canterbury North, Sellindge, Dungeness, Ninfield and Bolney. 

For all of the above substations, the following information is required in respect of circuits and transformers:  

 Open/close of isolators and circuit breakers 

 Circuit flows 

 MW 
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 MVar 

 Voltage 

 QB tap position 

 

2. Generation (Transmission connected) 

 

For all generation (including Synchronous, Renewable and Interconnectors (HVDC)) connected to the transmission network 

study area: 

 

 MW 

 Current 

 Power Factor 

 Voltage (Automatic Voltage Regulation status) 

 MVar 

 

3. Transmission Lines 

For the transmission lines between the supergrid substation sites listed above, flows on the transmission network are 
required: 

 Circuit breaker status 

 MW 

 Current 

 Power Factor 
 Voltage 

4.2.2 National Grid Requirements 

These should include all of the 132kV inter-connections listed below: 

1. All inter-connection between Canterbury – Kemsley and Sellindge – these include substations and circuits between 

Sellindge, Betteshanger, Richborough, Canterbury South, Canterbury North, Maidstone, Sittingbourne and Kemsley 

2. All inter-connection between Ninfield and Sellindge –  this includes Appledore, Hastings Main and Lewes 

3. All inter-connection between Kingsnorth – North Fleet East and Littlebrook 

4. Inter-connection between Northfleet East and Bolney via Dormansland 

5. Inter-connection between Chessington and West Weybridge 

6. Inter-connection between Wimbledon and Chessington 
7. Inter-connection around Bolney 132kV Substation – these include Southern Cross, Three Bridges and Smallfield 

For these inter-connections, flows on the distribution network (132kV) are required: 

 Circuit breaker status 

 MW 

 Current 

 Power Factor 
 Voltage 
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4.3 Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs) 

The following NFRs have been included as they are key driving factors behind the ICCP design.  The NFRs that are specifically 
related to the scalability and security of the solution are considered key for the creation of technical design. 

Requirement ID Description Category 

NFR001 Initial Solution must support a single DNO area (SPN) Scalability 

NFR002 Final solution must support all three of UK Power Networks’ licensed DNO areas (SPN, 
EPN, LPN) 

Scalability 

NFR003 Final solution shall be scaled in order to cope with an increase in load Scalability 

NFR004 Solution must be designed to provide a 95% availability target Availability 

NFR005 System should provide a performant architecture that will provide the infrastructre in 
which to host the ICCP FEPs 

Performance 

NFR006 All data should be transferred within five minutes of receipt by the orginating system Performance 

NFR007 The ICCP architecture must be able to recover from failure (resolution target of five 
days) 

Backup 

NFR008 The ICCP architecture must be resilient to a site failure (application should fail-over with 
no significant loss in service) 

Availability 

NFR009 The ICCP architecture must reside within a secure network  Security 

NFR010 ICCP access to the partner ICCP architecture must be restricted to the corresponding 
alternate system 

Security 

NFR011 Access from the NGC network to the UK Power Networks network must be restricted to 
the correct port/protocols that correspond to ICCP traffic 

Security 

NFR012 Access from the NGC network to the UK Power Networks network must be restricted to 
the ICCP servers 

Security 

Table 2 – ICCP Non-Functional Requirements 

4.3.1 Assignment of Business Criticality   

Initially the ICCP platform has been given an availability figure of 95%.  The operation of the distribution network will not become 
dependent on the data arriving via the ICCP link and hence the ICCP data will be seen to be non-critical. 

Hence the ICCP Platform is categorised as a BC4 application – as shown in the Business Criticality Matrices below. 

The following tables describe the Business Criticality options. 

Business Criticality  Class of Service Service Hours Target Availability  

Core Services (BC1)  Platinum  24x7,365 99.95%  

Other “Eligible” Apps (BC1)  Gold  24x7,365 99.4%  

BC2  Gold 7-7, Mon to Fri 98.2%  

BC3  Silver 7-7, Mon to Fri 98.2%  

BC4  Bronze 9-5, Mon to Fri 95%  
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Priority Response Time Resolution Time 

1 within 30 minutes  within 4 hours  

2 within 1 hour  within 8 hours  

3 within 4 hours  within 24 hours (across working days only)  

4 within 8 hours  within 72 hours (across working days only)  
Table(s) 3 – Business Criticality Matrices 
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5 Business Architecture  

The business functions identified within the scope of the document are: 

1) Discover alternate network 

2) Definition/maintenance of network model 

3) Definition of ICCP point 

4) Exchange of real-time network metering and status data  

 

The ITC components delivered for the project deal with the last of those functions: the exchange of real-time network data.  This 

is seen to be the significant enduring process that is delivered by the project; however, the first three functions are required to 

support this process. 

 

The first three functions are largely manual tasks undertaken by the user that can be accomplished with the existing software 

tools available.  The aim of the tasks is to support the exchange of real-time data and make that data available to the control 

room engineer on their respective DMS/IEMS screens.   

5.1 Discover Alternate Network 

This activity involves the gathering of knowledge that each party requires of the other’s network and the information required 

that allows the network to be modelled in the appropriate Network Management System, i.e. understanding the switchgear and 

electrical assets in each of the substations of interest.  The information needs to be translated into a single line diagram view in 

the corresponding Network Management System – PowerOn for UK Power Networks and IEMS for NGC.  This single line view 
provides the basis for the ICCP point mapping task (see section 5.2 below). 

It is expected that this will be a one-off activity for both NGC and UK Power Networks (although it will need to be repeated for 

each of UK Power Networks’ three licensed DNO areas), as the electrical assets on the 400/275/132kV networks seldom change.  
However, the processes defined must remain available in case a significant section of network needs to be remodelled. 

5.1.1 UK Power Networks 

In PowerOn, a simplified high level representation of some of the transmission network exists (the areas that lie within each of 

the licence areas) along with a scattering of SCADA points.  This network model needs to be revised and extended to include the 
areas of interest

1
.  Initially this will include the KASM area. 

In order to provide a view of the transmission network, NGC will provide either corporate access to the NG IEMS system
2
 or a 

series of screen grabs that show the network definition and available status/analogues points.  

5.1.2 National Grid 

A PowerOn client will be made available to assist with the network discovery exercise.  A read-only version that restricts users to 

defined layers of the PowerOn client already exists.  Using this display, NGC users will be able to redraw the area of DNO network 
into the IEMS. 

Each of UK Power Networks’ licensed DNO areas exists in a separate PowerOn system and hence NGC will need to map each of 
the areas. 

                                                                 

1
 Current thinking is that this will extend to the whole of the 400/275kV network. 

2
 This is dependent on whether NGC can provide a view that has the commercially sensitive data removed. 
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5.2 Network Maintenance/Change Process 

Once the initial network mapping exercise is complete, the expectation is that very little change activity will happen.  Each party 

will need to consider the potential impact that a change will have on the alternate party’s network model, hence a callout to the 
alternate party’s change process needs to be included in the home process. 

Each party’s change control process – the System Alteration Network (SAN) process for UK Power Networks and the IEMS Change 

Management Process for NGC – will need a callout to the alternate process when a change is deemed to be significant to the 

alternate party. If a change is deemed significant then a corresponding change record will need to be raised in the alternate 
change management process that will include the details of the corresponding change.  

In practice this may be difficult to manage as, firstly, changes seldom happen and, secondly, it may be difficult to make an 

assessment of whether a change will have an impact on the alternate party’s model.  These issues could be addressed by 

introducing default rules.  For example: all SAN that affect the 132kV network will raise a corresponding event in the NG Change 
Management Process.  

The change control process will be defined in the latter stages of the project.  

Definition of ICCP Point 

Once the alternate networks have been defined, the process of mapping the measurement point to an ICCP point can begin.  The 

association of the measurement to the ICCP point is undertaken with the corresponding user interface, and once the ICCP point 
has been defined, it needs to be requested and defined in the Bilateral Tables (see section 6.1).  

Once the initial set of ICCP points has been defined, a process to communicate any changes to existing points or the addition of 
any new potential points will need to be developed.  

The ICCP change process could be incorporated into the change control processes described in this section above.  

5.3 Exchange of Real-Time Network Metering  

Once the ICCP link between the control centres is established and the relevant parts on the alternate electrical network have 

been identified and mapped to the partner control system, the business-as-usual architecture is very simple: an automated 
exchange of network monitoring data between control centres.  

The NGC control engineer will be able to view the status DNO network and the UK Power Networks control engineer will be able 

to view the transmission network as though each network is part of the network they directly control and operate.  The view of 

the alternate network will be a read-only view where only analogue status values and switch status can be seen.  Switching 
operations are not allowed over the ICCP link. 
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6 Data Architecture  

6.1 Electricity Network Model 

All data items (status points, analogues, controls and set points) transferred over ICCP require a unique name.  The ICCP data 

item name is sent over the ICCP link and therefore the ICCP data item name must be identical at each end.  ICCP data item names 

must be in the format specified by the ICCP protocol.  The present SCADA names will require mapping to ICCP data item names 

within the ICCP gateway application in order to comply with the ICCP data item name rules.  For a specific ICCP link, the set of 
ICCP points to be exchanged is defined in a series of bilateral tables.  

UKPN SCADA/ICCP GatewayUKPN SCADA/ICCP GatewayNG SCADA/ICCP GatewayNG SCADA/ICCP Gateway

ICCP Data 
Item Name

ICCP Data 
Item Name

NG SCADA 
Point Name

UKPN SCADA 
Point Name

ICCP Data Transfer
(include ICCP data item name)

 
Figure 5 – ICCP Data naming equivalents 

 

A consistent naming convention is a greater concern to NGC than UK Power Networks as NGC has to interface with other DNOs. 
The naming convention proposed uses the ENTSOE Point naming convention.  

SPN Examples 

KEMS1-SITT 1 205 GBSPN_KEMS_E_205_S 

KEMS1- SITT 1 MW GBSPN_KEMS_E_SITT1_P 

KEMS1- SITT 1 MVAR GBSPN_KEMS_E_ SITT1_Q 

KEMS1- SITT 1 KV GBSPN_KEMS_E_ SITT1_V 

SITT1 GT1 Tap Position GBSPN_SITT_E_GT1_T 

Table 4 – SPN Examples 
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6.2 ICCP Data Blocks 

ICCP has been designed to be modular.  Its functionality is specified by a series of ‘conformance blocks’, where each block 

represents a specific function or set of functions that can be implemented.  Block 1 is mandatory in all ICCP implementations. The 
other blocks are optional, depending on the functionality required.  The blocks are defined as: 

1. Periodic System Data: status points, analogue points, quality flags, time stamp, change of value counter, and protection 

events; association objects to control ICCP sessions 

2. Extended Data Set Condition Monitoring: provides report by exception capability for the data types that block 1 is able 

to transfer periodically 

3. Block Data Transfer: provides a means of transferring Block 1 and Block 2 data types as block transfers instead of point 

by point.  In some situations this may reduce bandwidth requirements 

4. Information Messages: simple text and binary files 

5. Device Control: device control requests: on/off, trip/close, raise/lower etc. and digital setpoints; includes mechanisms 

for interlocked controls and select-before operate 

6. Program Control: allows an ICCP client to remote control programs executing on an ICCP server 

7. Event Reporting: extended reporting to a client of error conditions and device state changes at a server 

8. Additional User Objects: scheduling, accounting, outage and plant information 

9. Time Series Data: allows a client to request a report from a server of historical time series data between a start and end 
date 

For the purposes of the KASM project, only Blocks 1 and 2 will be exchanged between NGC and UK Power Networks. 

6.2.1 Block 1 (Basic Services, Periodic Power System Data) 

This block contains the following: 

 Association Establishment Services (initiate, conclude and abort) for the overall operation of the link 

 Data Value Objects which provide for the periodic transfer of power system data, specifically: 

o Status Points 

o Analog Points 

o Data Set Objects 
o Data Set Transfer Set Object (interval time-out and operator request conditions only)  

Note that block 1 uses a strict interval and does not support report by exception. 

6.2.2 Block 2 (Extended Data Set Condition Monitoring)  

This block provides a report by exception capability for the transfer of power system data.  

6.2.3 Data Representation 

1) Analog Value Scaling  

ICCP transmits analogue values as 32 bit IEEE floating point values (IEEE 754).  Therefore, the actual engineering value can be sent 

over ICCP and there is no need for scaling. 

2) Analog Value Direction (Sign)  

ICCP has no native convention for the direction of power flow.  For those values where the sign indicates the direction of power 

flow (MW, MVar and MVA), the sign on the value sent over ICCP shall follow the same sign convention used in the week 28 

reporting process. Negative power flows on distribution lines are power flows out of the distribution network (i.e. export) onto 
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the transmission network; and where negative power flows on transmission lines are power flows out of the transmission 
network in the Kent area into other areas of the country (i.e. export out of the Kent region).  

3) Status Points 

A common mechanism for agreeing status point definitions (to be agreed). 

4) Timestamping 

Timestamp resolution of data (needs to be agreed). 

5) Data Quality 

ICCP provides quality codes to indicate the data quality, and these are transferred with each data item (needs to be agreed). 
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7 Application Architecture 

7.1 Overview 

National Grid - Warwick

National Grid - Wokingham UKPN – Bury St Edmunds

PowerOnICCP FEP SCADA FEP

UKPN – Fore Hamlet

PowerOn

PI

ICCP FEP SCADA FEP

ICCP FEP

ICCP FEP RTU

RTUIEMS

IEMS

Each pair of FEPs are aware of its 
partner, and its partners role: primary or 
secondary. This applies to the UKPN pair 

and the NG pair

Flow of NG data 
to UKPN

Flow of UKPN 
data to NG

Flow of NG data 
to UKPN

Flow of UKPN 
data to NG

 
Figure 6 – ICCP Application Context 

ICCP is used to communicate between control rooms. At UK Power Networks, the ICCP application is hosted as part of the GE 

PowerOn SCADA estate.  The ICCP application is dual hosted: on one server at the Fore Hamlet site and on another at the Bury St 

Edmunds site.  These two servers run in a main-standby arrangement where one server is deemed to be the on-line system and 

the other the backup.  At NGC the same set-up is in place, where two ICCP applications run from disparate sites operating in a 
main-standby arrangement. 

Each instance of the ICCP application acts as both a client and server.  Each ICCP client determines the partner server that it 
connects to via a configuration file and the ICCP server determines the permissible ICCP clients.  

Once a connection has been made, the data that is to be exchanged has to be mutually agreed between the ICCP client and ICCP 

server.  The format of the data needs to be pre-agreed and is not negotiated at run-time.  The structure of the data is strictly 

controlled by the conformance blocks (see section 6.2) and the structure of the conformance blocks is controlled by the ICCP data 

points that have been previously agreed.  Data transfers result from a request from one ICCP client to the corresponding ICCP 
client.  If there is any variation from the agreed conformance blocks, the data exchange will fail.  

Availability of the ICCP is improved by having dual redundant ICCP servers and communication links.  The failover of the link in the 

eventuality of a failure is managed by the application rather than by the comms architecture.  The comms architecture does not 

provide any active failover capabilities where the IP traffic is automatically re-routed; instead, it is the application that manages 
any component failure. 

The pair of ICCP FEPs maintains an association with each other and if the standby FEP loses connection to the FEP then it will take 
the role of the main FEP.  
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8 Technical Architecture 

8.1 ICCP Architecture Physical Design  

The diagram below describes the ICCP architecture delivered with the project. The architecture comprises the following 
components: 

 High level view of the technical architecture 

 Communication links between control centres 

 Physical servers to host the ICCP FEPs 

 ICCP application software 

The technical architecture is scaled to meet the full requirements of providing an ICCP for all three of the licensed DNO areas 
operated by UK Power Networks (EPN, LPN and SPN).  The initial implementation will be for SPN only. 

The solution design aligns with UK Power Networks’ dual control centre strategy: network operation can be achieved at either 

site, i.e. single site loss is tolerated.  It is assumed that there is no Black Start requirement for the ICCP FEPs, hence there is no 

equivalent architecture needed at the LPN Black Start locations.  As stated above, failover between ICCP FEPs is controlled via the 
application. 
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8.2 High Level Technical Architecture 

The high level technical architecture, including both the NGC and UK Power Networks components of the complete solution, is 
shown below: 

 
Figure 7 – High level Technical Architecture 

  

Highlights: 

· NGC and UK Power Networks WANS will be joined at Bamford. 

8.3 Communications Architecture 

The communications architecture is split into two: 

 WAN architecture 
 UK Power Networks LAN architecture  

The National Grid LAN design is considered to be outside the scope of this report. 

8.3.1 WAN Architecture 

Private dual redundant ops telecom circuits already exist between NGC and UK Power Networks and are maintained by NGC. 

These circuits provide the “Kermit” phones in the respective control rooms (these allow engineers in respective control rooms to 

directly communicate).  The existing communications infrastructure has been leveraged to install two new dual redundant 
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Ethernet links that will connect the respective WANs.  These links host the ICCP connection between NGC and UK Power 
Networks.  

UKPN ICCP VRFs 

UKPN Edge Firewall
UKPN Edge Firewall

UKPN Core Firewall UKPN Core Firewall

 
Figure 8 – New ICCP WAN Links 

The WAN circuits between NGC and UK Power Networks present 2x2Mb/s connections provisioned on the NGC OPTEL network. 

The NGC point of service (PoS) is an Ethernet interface on the remote edge routers located at Bamford.  Ethernet interfaces are 

addressed from NGC address space to allow remote monitoring and maintenance of the edge router Ethernet interfaces.  A static 

NAT pool exists in order to map addresses from one domain to the other.  The routing is BGP, with NGC and UK Power Networks 
advertising the appropriate subnets from the remote edge routers. 

The new router is routed to the new edge firewall.  This new firewall is required to form an additional security and NAT boundary 
that is needed to handle the static NATs and routing to NGC.  This also provides a security air gap and removes any potential 
address range conflicts by keeping the NGC address range away from the core firewall.  
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8.3.2 UK Power Networks’ LAN Architecture 

UK Power Networks’ LAN and Server architecture is shown in Figure 9.  The diagram represents a redacted view with context 

sensitive information removed. 

The ICCP FEP servers are VMs on physical hosts located at the Fore Hamlet and Bury St Edmunds sites.  They are presented on a 

dedicated subnet and VLANs at both sites.  In order to separate the Production, Pre-Production and Test environments, each of 
the subnets have been secured by hosting them on separate VRFs. 

Routes to the ICCP FEPs from UK Power Networks’ PowerOn system are controlled via the firewall.  Only the ICCP protocols and 
pre-agreed ports are routed through the firewall to the allowed IP addresses. 
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Figure 9 – UK Power Networks ICCP Infrastructure 
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8.4 ICCP Server Architecture 

8.4.1 Technology Architecture Components 

The ICCP servers comprise the following hardware/software stack: 

System Technology Component (Version) Num Explanatory Notes  

ICCP FEP Server  Physical Host (HP ProLiant DL380 Gen9 24SFF) 2 The physical host for the ICCP FEP: 

one located at Fore Hamlet, one 

located at Bury St Edmunds 

ICPP FEP Hypervisor VMware vSphere with Operations Management 5.5 

Standard Licensed for 2 physical CPUs (unlimited 

cores per CPU) - VS5-OSTD-C 

2 The hypervisor to host the VMS 

ICCP FEP VM  Virtual Host (Vmware ESXi – 4.1) 18 

(2x9) 

Provides a Windows Virtual host for 

the FOSS App/Web Server  

ICCP FEP VM Windows Server 2008R2 DC 18 The operating system for the FOSS 

App/Web Server 

ICCP FEP VM Symantec Backup Exec 18 Backup agent 

ICCP FEP Application Industry Standard ICCP stack (SISCO MMS-EASE 

Secure) 

18 ICCP Comms  

ICCP FEP Application PowerOn Fusion ICCP module (POF5-IF-SCADA-ICCP) 18 GE ICCP host module 

Table 5 – ICCP Server Description 

8.4.2 Physical Servers 

The ICCP application is hosted on Windows VMs which in turn are hosted on HP ProLiant servers running VMware. Two physical 

servers host nine virtual machines (VMs) each – three DNO areas: one Production (main), one Pre-Production and one for Test. 

One server is at Fore Hamlet, the other at Bury St Edmunds.  Servers at two sites are required in order to meet the availability 
requirement of the solution being able to cope with a single site failure. 

The scope of this project is to deliver and set up ICCP FEPs for only the three pairs of environments for SPN.  Each physical server 
is an HP DL380 Gen9 24FF CTO server with the following specification: 

Qty Desc 

1 1st Processor HP DL380 Gen9 E5-2667v3 Kit , 3200 MHZ 

2 2nd Processor HP DL380 Gen9 E5-2667v3 Kit , 3200 MHZ 

16 HP 16GB 2Rx4 PC4-2133P-R Kit (R-DIMM/Dual Rank) 

 Total: 256 GB RAM 

12 HP 600GB 6G SAS 10K 2.5in SC ENT HDD 

 Total: 7.2 TB of hard disk space 

1 HP DL380 Gen9 Default PCI Riser Board 

1 Embedded B140i SATA controller 

1 HP Smart Array P440ar/2G FIO Controller (AROC) 

1 HP 12Gb DL380 Gen9 SAS Expander Card (H)(F)(PCIe) 

1 HP Ethernet 1Gb 4-port 366FLR Adapter 

1 HP 800W FS Plat Ht Plg Pwr Supply Kit 

1 HP 800W FS Plat Ht Plg Pwr Supply Kit 

Table 6 – ICCP Server Specification 
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8.4.2.1 Scalability 

The servers deployed to host the ICCP architecture have been scoped to include the ICCP requirements for all three DNO areas.  

8.4.2.2 Backup and Restore 

Backup systems are managed by Symantec NetBackup.  The ICCP environment will be on a daily backup regime. 

8.4.2.3 Performance 

The expectation is that the solution designed will meet the performance requirements of the ICCP FEP application.  

The servers have the following:  

System metric                                                       Predicted utilisation or volume  

At go-live  Plus 6 months Plus 1 year Plus 18 months Plus 2 years 

Processor   5% (same) (same) (same) (same) 

Memory  30% (same) (same) (same) (same) 

Disk  30% (same) (same) (same) (same) 

Table 7 – ICCP Server Performance Table 

8.4.2.4 Storage 

The ICCP FEP application software has minimal disk footprint and all data going through the ICCP FEP server is transient and not 

stored locally on disk.  The main storage requirements for ICCP FEP are the application logs used to record tasks being 

undertaken by the FEP for later analysis in case of issues.  These logs are rotated on a daily basis and maintenance scripts put in 

place to delete logs older than an agreed time – say, 14 days. 

Overall, each PowerOn Fusion application requires a minimum of 4GB RAM and 50GB HDD storage.  The dedicated storage 

allocation is 1TB of directly attached storage.  
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8.4.3 Application Software  

The PowerOn Fusion application architecture is shown below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

At any one time, only one PowerOn ICCP FEP is handling traffic to/from the far-end system and one of the PowerOn servers 

in the replication group.  The PowerOn server replication mechanism ensures that the RT database on each server is kept 

synchronised as data changes from ICCP, other SCADA and user input. 
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Figure 10 – PowerOn Application 
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The iccptask on the PowerOn server communicates with the distfep process on the ICCP FEP.  The distfep is a common FEP 
process across all PowerOn FEPs and provides MAIN/STANDBY redundancy between paired FEPs. 

The distfep passes all ICCP traffic through the dlfep process, which uses the MMS EASE stack API to drive the ICCP traffic that is 
sent to the far end system on TCP/IP port 102. 

8.4.4 Existing Application Architecture Impact 

The ICCP can be viewed as a satellite system of the main DMS, whose sole purpose is to communicate with other ICCP servers.  It 

is effectively a stand-alone application deployed on its own platform and therefore has limited impact on the existing 
architecture. 

Within PowerOn Fusion, ICCP is treated as another SCADA protocol that co-exists with the other primary and secondary SCADA 

protocols that a PowerOn Fusion system is configured to use.  ICCP is a separately licensed PowerOn Fusion module and requires 
a combination of dedicated ICCP FEP and data load of SCADA points in PowerOn that ICCP drives, or is driven from. 

By having a separate ICCP FEP (hardware and application software), the impact of ICCP on the other SCADA FEPs in the PowerOn 

installation is minimised and ICCP can be considered to work independently of all other SCADA protocols deployed on a system. 

The SCADA system architecture in PowerOn further enforces this separation as an FEP can only communicate with one scantask 

or iccptask process on PowerOn.  At a data point level in PowerOn, a SCADA point can only be configured to be driven, or drive a 
single protocol point (DNP3, IEC104, ICCP etc). 

The overall design in PowerOn is such that ICCP is effectively independent of the other SCADA protocols configured on PowerOn 
and can be disabled without impacting other modules within the system. 
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9 Security Architecture 

All of the security issues affecting the ICCP implementation are discussed in this section.  Some of the information in this section 
may be repeated from above. 

The security architecture of the solution is vital, as the ICCP application interfaces with the control room PowerOn system. 

PowerOn has the strictest security requirements of all UK Power Networks’ corporate systems and is part of the Critical National 

Infrastructure (CNI) for the UK.  Therefore, as the ICCP application interfaces with both PowerOn and an external system, the 

security requirements of the solution need to be delivered by the final architecture.  A number of features are implemented in 

order to ensure the security of the architecture. 

During the requirements phase of the project, alternative security options/components were considered.  The different options 

that were considered are mentioned below, along with the reasons why they were not adopted in the final design.  

9.1 Physical  

The UK Power Networks ICCP infrastructure is located within the secure UK Power Networks control centres at the Bury St 

Edmunds and Fore Hamlet sites, alongside the existing DMS/SACDA infrastructure.  Likewise at NGC, the ICCP servers are located 

at their control centre hosting locations.  The option of hosting the ICCP at alternate sites was not considered as the ICCP 
infrastructure needed to be integrated as closely as possible with the existing DMS/SCADA infrastructure. 

9.2 Communications 

As described above, the NGC OPTEL WAN will be extended and presented at the UK Power Networks operational sites of Fore 

Hamlet and Bury St Edmunds.  Mutual trust exists between NGC and UK Power Networks in so much that each party will trust the 

other to secure their own operational networks.  Where the circuit is presented on the UK Power Networks network, it is secured 
within an interface VRF and presented to an edge firewall.  

A new edge firewall performs the address translation (NAT) from the National Grid IP address range to the UK Power Networks 

address space.  The firewall will restrict the IP traffic coming through the ICCP link to the mutual protocols and ports agreed with 

NGC.  The firewall will also restrict the destination addresses to the servers hosted on the corresponding subnets, which can be 

secured by a supporting VRF.  UK Power Networks’ production servers will only be allowed to connect to the corresponding NG 
production servers; likewise for the Pre-production and Test servers.  

9.3 Information Security  

9.3.1 ICCP Bilateral Tables 

The key component of the inherent security within the ICCP protocol is the use of bilateral tables.  ICCP provides access control 

via bilateral tables maintained on an ICCP server.  This is the only data security service provided within ICCP. The bilateral tables 

define each client/server association.  Clearly specified in IEC 60870-6-503 (ICCP Services and Protocol), bilateral tables provide 

execute, read/write, read-only or no access for each item that can be requested by a client.  The server checks each client request 

to verify that the client has access rights to the data or capability requested.  An ICCP client can view only data pre-approved and 

listed in these tables.  Either a client or a server can initially establish an association, and an established association can be used 
by a client or server application, independent of how the association was established.  

The Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement (PICS) performance specifies how associations are used in ICCP actual 

configurations.  Implementation, including the management and maintenance of these tables, is a “local implementation issue”. 

As a result, each vendor that markets a product based on ICCP can choose how to implement the bilateral tables, including the 

type of operator interface provided.  This means that an actual physical table is not required, as long as the functionality is 
implemented according to the ICCP specification. 
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Within the GE implementation of ICCP, bilateral tables (along with the dataset, transfer set and ICCP points) are all stored in 

Oracle on the DMS servers.  Configuration is done through our System Tables Configuration utility; this allows a transactional 

method to edit all four Oracle databases and provides security based on role.  All traffic is transferred via HTTPS between the 

client and the server. 

9.3.2 Secure ICCP 

The use of secure ICCP – an extension of the existing standard ICCP – was considered within the scope of the project.  Essentially, 

Transport Layer Security (TLS) is inserted into the appropriate layer of the standard communications profile.  TLS is a certificate-

based cryptographic protocol that provides encryption and authentication.  Secure ICCP provides application layer authentication 

and message encryption between ICCP servers.  This is important as it provides a standard communication protocol for critical 

infrastructure control systems that is not only widely accepted but also has important built-in security elements.  However, with 

the benefits of using secure and encrypted communications there is also the drawback that the digital certificates used to 

generate the keys to encrypt the data have a management overhead; and often the reason why secure ICCP links fail is due to 
digital certificates expiring. 

The project team chose not to use secure ICCP using TLS as the ICCP link uses private communication networks.  This means that 

ICCP traffic is never routed over the public network and hence there is no strong requirement to secure the connection and 
encrypt the data.  Also, not using secure ICCP simplifies the management of the link, as certificate management is not required. 

9.4 Existing Security Architecture Impact 

The ICCP architecture will have a minimal impact on the existing architecture as it will be fully integrated into the existing UK 
Power Networks SCADA infrastructure, which is supported and supplied by in-house teams and GE.  
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10 Systems and Operational Management 

The following sections describe at a detailed level how the solution will be supported and managed. This section deals with the 
operational management of the ICCP platform.  

10.1 Operational management 

10.1.1 Availability Management 

The management of the ICCP infrastructure will be the responsibility of the IS Real-Time systems department. 

10.1.2 Incident/Event Management 

Any issues with the ICCP environment should be reported via the standard incident management process within Real-Time 
systems and the control room.  

10.1.3 Network Management 

The new LAN circuits are supported by Vodafone (UK Power Networks), whilst the new WAN circuits are supported by Vodafone 
(National Grid). 

10.1.4 Remote Operations Management 

There is no requirement for remote operations management. 

10.1.5 Configuration Management 

The process will be defined in the latter stages of the project. 

10.1.6 Security Management 

Once the solution has been deployed there will be no ongoing security management issues.  

10.2 Decommissioning 

There are no decommissioning requirements as the ICCP FEPs are a new platform which does not replace any existing 
service/system. 
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11 Definition of Terms 

Term Definition 

CEGB Central Electricity Generating Board 

DMS Distribution Management System 

DNO Distribution Network Operator 

EHV Extra High Voltage 

EPN Eastern Power Networks 

FEP Front End Processor 

GE General Electric 

GSP Grid Supply Point 

HVDC High Voltage Direct Current  

HV  High Voltage 

ICCP  Inter Control Centre Protocol 

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission 

IEMS Integrated Energy Management System 

IP  Internet Protocol 

IS Information Systems 

KASM Kent Active System Management 

LAN Local Area Network 

LPN London Power Networks 

LV Low Voltage 

MVA Megavolt ampere 

MVar Mega Var 

MW Mega Watt 

NGC National Grid Company 

OC2 Operational Code 2 

Ofgem Office of Gas and Electricity Markets 

PICS Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement  

SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition 

SDRC Successful Delivery Reward Criteria 

SPN Southern Power Networks 

TB Tera Byte 

TCP Transport Control Protocol 

TLS Transport Layer Security 

TSO Transmission System Operator 

VM Virtual Machine 

WAN Wide Area Network 
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12 Appendix 

12.1 Test Results 

12.1.1 ICCP Connectivity Test 

UK Power Networks’ Firewalls Check: 

 

 

12.1.2 ICCP FEP Association Test 

Test results from the NGC side are highlighted below: 

 

 

 

                          Server to server connected 
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Server connections from the UK Power Networks side: 

 

12.1.3 ICCP Data Points Test 

Data points and exchanging of data between NGC and UK Power Networks: 

 

                   

Points statistics 

Data values exchanged 
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Servers connected 


